sylvia@sylviacastellanos.com • www.sylviacastellanos.com

A speaker and portrait artist fascinated by the the spirit and expression of the
human face using color and light to bring out the soul. Life is an incredible journey,
rich with experience that comes out through her art, in the people she chooses to
paint. Honoring the human spirit. One face at a time. Available for Your Organization,
Public Relations event, Community Outreach, and Cultural Exhibits.

TOPIC: FEATURING THE AFRICAN AMERICAN COLLECTION
Powerful, Talented, Determined

About The Collection

Artist and Presenter

Among the her many visually powerful
collections, the African American collection is
the most popular. The collection is available
for exhibit, and Sylvia is available for

Can elevate and expand the experience of your
audiences through the understanding of art.

The Power of These Historical Figures

presentations and talks about the exhibit.

Development of the Collection

Perfect for Education, Diversity, and Honoring.

Capturing the essence of the soul

Show your support for the strength of our past,

The Importance of the Subject

and provide a collection and talk for visitors,

Engages audience in discussions

your community, or organization.

promoting critical thinking

Awarded: American Artist Professional League Julia Castro Award 2008
SPOKEN AND FEATURED AT:
Phila Phillies Jackie Robinson Day
Gywnedd Mercy College

click here for video (bit.ly/scchannel)

How the Artist Developed Her African-American

UNIVISION (bit.ly/scchannel)

Collection
click here for video (bit.ly/scchannel)

ABC Local Coverage of Pope Portrait
click here for video (bit.ly/scchannel)

View my video collection at: bit.ly/scchannel

and

Fine Art America Collection at: bit.ly/fineartsc

SYLVIA
CASTELLANOS
ARTIST | AUTHOR | SPEAKER

ABOUT
Driven to educate through art, Sylvia is an internationally known
artist who focuses on capturing the human soul through color, light,
line, and attitude. Her focus is on the face to capture the essence of
the subject. Sylvia's works have been featured in famous exhibitions,
commissioned by companies, organizations and individuals. She
presents on behalf of her collections and the artistic process.

TESTIMONIALS
BLANCHE BURTON-LYLES, MARIAN ANDERSON SOCIETY
Marian Anderson Society Director
The African American Collection is very important because Ms. Castellanos
has made a collection of so many brilliant and historically significant
people. If you don't know them, you will immediately once you see the
portraits, because the portraits themselves are so believable that you can't
help but feel you are talking to the person you are looking at.

CONTACT DETAILS
Glenside, PA

RON WHITTINTON
UD Professor| Jackie Robinson Impersonator
Incredible detail, color, and likeness and really captures Jackie

(215) 881-6709
scastellanos@sylviacastellanos.com

EXHIBITIONS

Robinson's essence.
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES JACKIE ROBINSON DAY

Catherine McMahon, RSM, VP Mission and Ministry
Gwynedd Mercy University
I found Sylvia’s presentation fascinating and have shared it with
many people who had wanted to come and couldn't.

Featured Artist, every year since 2013
US EMBASSY IN GUATEMALA
MARIAN ANDERSON HISTORICAL SOCIETY

SALMAGUNDI CLUB NYC
DOUGLASS-MYERS MUSEUM
POPE JOHN PAUL CULTURAL CENTER (ST. JOHN

This essay on your Pope Francis drawing is wonderful and yes,
made much more sense after hearing you this week.
So again thank you for coming to share your considerable talent
and treasures with us.

PAUL SHRINE)
THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES IN
WASHINGTON
PHILA MARTIN LUTHER KING ASSOCIATION EVENT
PHILADELPHIA CITY HALL, OFFICE OF MAYOR

